A young person can be cited to CARC in the moment (at point of arrest). This is a referral made by JPD.

Eligibility: 12-17 yrs old, all misdemeanor citations and some felony citations

A young person is cited to CARC at a later date. Examples: CARC is closed, out of county citation.

Eligibility: 12-17 years old, SF resident, Misdemeanor citation.

Young person is eligible to participate in diversion programing 3x. Upon completion records are sealed and expunged.

Eligibility: 12-17 yrs. old. a felony citation was issues, determined by the DA’s, JPD or courts to participate in diversion programing. If completed record is sealed and expunged

Make It Right: Young people ages 12-17 referred by DA’s office.
A young person that is diverted, arrested, and booked at JJC for a citation will be eligible for CARC intake/assessment & referral service.

Future eligibility: all young people ages 12-18 that are cited by law enforcement and at point of arrest. Level of citation no longer relevant to SF CARC eligibility.

Current process from previous slides will guides us in this new collaborative processes that include: JSCC CBO’s youth/family, SF CARC, DA’s office & JPD.

A highly collaborative process between JPD, young person/family, JSCC CBO’s and SF CARC.

New collaboratives are being built with other law enforcement agencies to support with appointment process.

In collaboration with SFPD creating a process of referring pre arrested young people rooted in best practices of diversion.

Citations that are not eligible to be booked are referred to SF CARC via an appointment based system. Citation will be put in abeyance for up to 6 months.
**SF CARC EXPANSION**

**CURRENT CARC**

- Youth served: 158
- Hours of operation: Monday-Friday 9am-10pm
- Closes on: weekends & some holidays
- 65 hours a week

**RFP REQUEST OF EXPANSION**

- Youth served: 700: 60% cited/40% booked
- Hours of operation to be: 7 days a week 8am-Midnight
- Will not close
- 112 hours a week